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In the new century, people face with a new theme—risk. With the development of 
science and technology, we entering a risk society, and facing various risks inevitably. 
With huge threat of risk, people’s demands for security increasing. In order to meet 
the basic demands of security, the value of the criminal law began to shift, security 
and order gradually become to the core value of the criminal law.So the 
characteristics of protectionism and Prevention demonstrated by our criminal law.  
 
In the medical field, medical risk everywhere has become a consensus, people 
threatened unprecedented by the medical risk in modern society. Medical criminal law 
is an important means to regulate medical risk, but our medical criminal law did not 
developed with the pace of the development of medical technology currently. We 
should consider carefully that taking security as a core value in medical criminal law 
is reasonable or not. The theories with security as a core value in criminal law applied 
to the medical crime may hinder the development of our medical. Thus, when we 
improve our medical criminal law in the risk society, we should base on our medical 
status and medical development policies to achieve the balance of the medical safety 
and medical development. Not only to improve criminal law to protect the medical 
safety, but also to allow some risks rationally and prudently, in order to avoid 
producing new risk and fear. 
 
Beginning of This article, author analyzed the characteristics of medical practice, 
medical risk and people’s basic demands of medical criminal law in the risk society. 
And then discuss some important issue of medical criminal law, such as criminal 
law’s protection of the medical interests, the identification of medical negligence, the 
distribution of the liability of medical crime and the identification of medical causal 
relationship. Firstly, about the protection of medical interests, according to the 















our country, we should improve our medical crime legislation under guidance of the 
principle of protection and the principle of “Ultima Ratio of Penalty”. We should 
expand the scope of the medical interest protected by criminal law, and deny the 
advance protection of medical interest by the abstract potential damage offense and 
negligent potential damage offense in the criminal law. Secondly, to the problem of 
identification of medical negligence, the author point that the identification of medical 
negligence in the risk society should choose the new negligence theory as the criteria, 
and then analyze the judgment standard of medical attentive obligation and medical 
attentive ability according to the specific characteristics of medical negligence. 
Thirdly, to the distribution of liability of medical crime, the author explores the two 
risk allocation theories as “Das Rlaubt Risiko” and “Der Vertrauencgrandsatz” 
applicable in the medical crime, trying to allocate the medical risk reasonably to solve 
the problem of allocation of responsibilities. Also I discussed the allocation of 
participant’s specific responsibilities in cooperative medical practices. Finally, to the 
judgment of medical causal relationship, the author on the basis of analysis of the 
medical causal relationship’s characteristics, point when judge the medical causation 
in criminal law, we should take the mode that attribution and imputation separated and 
then use the causal theory of prerequisite and the causal theory of epidemiology as 
attribution basis and the theory of objective imputation as imputation basis to judge 
the medical causal relationship in criminal law. 
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